The role of leadership in our struggles !
In the midst of the protest cry of the deprived and inferior masses of society
against the oppressive conditions that made life as misery , this sound can also be
heard that the weakness of our struggles is the lack of leadership !! and we also
see many passive and conservative workers who are waiting for the emergence
of the leaders ! why´s that ? what´s the reason for this saviorism and involvement
of leaders ?
To answer this question it´s necessary in our most fundamental vital activity to
meditate on how we make a living . We , the workers sell our labor to the capitalist
class to survive and in process of work , what to produce or not to produce , how
much , in how many hours and with what intensity , whether the worker finds a
job or stays unemployed , how much to get paid , dismissal and unemployment ,
retirement age and housing prices , food and clothing , education and treatment ,
all are within the control of the capitalist class and labor salespeople are useless
in all these . The worker is the machine for generating profit and like tools of
work lacks any will . Capital , makes law and legislation , culture and ethics ,
religion and state a part of its existence and in all these arena reproduces and
establishes the involuntary role of the worker , who sees the mastery of capital
and his&her humiliation and subjugation from the birth to the current day of life
. The worker needs capital to make a living to survive , refer to the employer with
a request for increasing their wages a little and if complains about their lives and
object to it must rely on the law and government to solve problems . The inability
of the worker to determine the fate of work and production , in determining the
order and system of society and that is the reason of the passivity and involve to
kings , states and characters , referencers , parties and oppositions . Let´s look at
the oppostion of the Islamic regime which have sharpened their teeths to seize
political power . All parts of the opposition consider obedience to be an obvious
nature of owrkers and they can not imagine any other role for workers . The
monarchists explicitly say , in the futural government , we determine the state by
ourselves !! and the duty of the workers is to work and produce profit , sacrifice
and obey the managers and officials !! A copy of this principle is in the hands of
the leftist parties that consider the working class ignorant and in need of
leadership . The atonement for this ignorance of the workers is giving control of
current struggle and the destiny of tomorrow´s life to these parties !! the
catastrophic fate of the workers in the revolutions of the twentieth century and
including the revolution 1979 shows clearly the real role of leadership . These

leaders , from left to right , religious and secular , monarchists and republicans
are supposed to do that we can not do it ourselves ?!! The number of our social
class in Iran is millions , male and female laborforce sellers in industry and
agriculture , education ,treatment and health , water and electricity ,
telecommunications , port and mining , transportation and roads , offices and arts
, journalism and writing , a social class of millions with all kinds of skills ,
expertise and talent that create all values . Our struggles are going on everywhere
without these leaders above our heads and it´s true that the most advanced
workers have the most effective rolle in the struggle but we all work together and
we´re all exploited by capital . Together and hand in hand , we step into the
battlefield with council formations and without commander and leader we
comment and make decisions and advance the struggle . Our weakness isn´t the
absence of leadership and the successful of our current and futural struggles
depends on the adoption of these strategies :
1. Let´s put an end to the trade unionism , syndicalism and division of our lines .
Driver and teacher , industrial and agricultural worker , employee and
unemployed , retired , nurse and construction worker , salesman and housewife ,
we´re all wagelabor slaves and members of the working class .
2. Abolition of involvement in the law and legislation , governmental institutions
and parliament .
3. We go beyond confined strikkes in this or that workplace and support each
other´s protests and strikes . The real meaning of support is to shut down the work
and production cycle and disrupt the capital order in all possible arenas .
4. The dark source of our misery is about to be worker and our liberation depends
on upgrading our current struggle into a conscious anti-slavery movement . The
demand of the highest wages , the best healthcare and the most modern schools
and educations , the most appropriate care for the elderly and disabled , shortest
working hours and most adequate pension and unemployment insurance , the
widest range of political freedoms , pay wages for housekeeping and elimination
of sex discrimination , ethnic and ideological and child labor and environmental
degradation that be followed by continues our struggle with an anti-capitalist
approach .
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